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ABSTRACT 
Measurements of surface strain and vertical 

heave responses to swell were made on a tabular 
ice island in Kong Oscars Fjord, east Greenland, 
in September 1978 . At two sites surface strain 
was measured with a wire strainmeter of 2 m 
gauge length, and heave was measured with a 
vertical accelerometer. While the first site 
was occupied a simultaneous measurement of 
ambient wave energy was made with a wave buoy. 
The results show that the ice island flexes and 
heaves in response to the longest component only 
of the forcing wave field, at periods above 16 s, 
and wit h a mean strain amplitude of the order of 
S x 10- 7 • The results are compared with theore
tical calculations of the response of a thick 
floating beam. In the light of the theory, t he 
flexural behaviour of tabular icebergs and sea
ice floes is considered and their critical size 
ranges in relation to sea state are estimated. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A wave amplitude under the ice block 
A' wave amplitude on the sea surface 
c typical crack length 
D Eh3/(l-V 2 ) 
E Young ' s modulus 
g acceleration due to gravity 
h ice-block thickness 
k incident wave number 
KIc 
t 
pn 
T 
EO 

V 

C; 

Pi 
Pw 
Go 
W 

stress intensity factor 
ice-b l ock length in swell direction 
normal mode period 
wave period 
surface strain amplitude 
Poisson ' s ratio 
vertical displacement of neutral axis 
ice density 
sea-water densit y 
average stress 
angular frequency 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Icebergs can disintegrate in a variety of 

ways; in this paper we explore how swell pass
ing under an ice island causes it to bend and 
heave, and examine theoretically the wave height 
required to propagate a crack. This has import
ant implications for the size distribution of 
icebergs and sea-ice floes . 

2 . OBSERVATIONS 
2.1 Field work 

During the course of a field programme to 
study the marginal sea ice off the east Green
land coast in September 1978, a landing was made 
on an ice island (Fig. 1) which had drifted into 
Kong Oscars Fjord. It was located at 72°12'N . , 
23°20 ' W. , some 40 km from the fjord mouth. A 
belt of pack ice 65 km wide protected it from 
the open sea, but allowed the transmission of a 
detectable swell of long period. The extreme 
dimensions were 431 m (EF in Figure 1), and 
179 m (CD), and from a measurement of freeboard, 
a thickness between 30 and 3S m was estimated . 
No crevasses were visible on the surface, but at 
some locations along the sides the top surface 
had curled down towards the sea, and a small 
piece, which had probably become detached by a 
Reeh-type calving process (Reeh 1968) could be 
seen to one side. 

Two stations were occupied, A and B in 
Figure 1. At site A, the heave and the surface
strain changes in one direction were recorded, 
while simultaneous measurements were made of the 
local wave spectrum with a wave buoy deployed 
over the edge of the is land . The equipment, 
excepting t he wave buoy, was t hen moved to the 
cent re, site B, and heave and surface-strain 
changes only recorded. Data were recorded for 
about 35 min at site A, and for 20 min at site 
B. The strainmeter was orientated with its axis 

t This is a shortened version of the submitted paper . Copies of the full text may be obtained 
from the Sea Ice Group, Scott Po l ar Research Institute, Cambridge CB2 lER, England. 
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pointing in the direction of the sl"ell. In this 
direction the ice island had a length of 406 m. 
(Full details of the equipment used are given in 
the longer version of the paper and in Goodman 
(in press).) 

Fig . l. A vertical photograph of the ice island . 
A and B were the experimental sites . EF and 
CD are 431 m and 179 m respectively . The 
horizontal edge of the photograph is orien
tated along the fjord. G is a part of the ice 
island which has calved off by a Reeh-type 
mechanism. 

2 . 2 Data analysis and results 
The analogue records recorded on a RACAL 

FM tape recorder were replayed using the same 
tape recorder into an AID converter connected to 
a PDP-l 1 computer via an analogue filter with a 
cut-off at the Nyquist frequency . The time 
series was digitized at 0.512 s intervals, and 
the rezeroing jumps, mean, and trends removed. 
Then a segment which contained either 2 048 or 
4 096 data points was used to generate a finite 
Fourier transform using a FFT package after the 
final tenths of the time series had been tapered 
to reduce side-lobe leakage using the cosine 
data window of Bingham and others (1967). To 
reduce the error in the spectral estimate, the 
energies were grouped in the frequency domain 
by a factor p , which reduces the erfor in each 
spectral estimate by a factor l/Cp)2 (Bendat 
and Piersol 1971) . 

Figure 2 shows the power spectral density 
functions for the wave buoy (a), the ice-island 
heave at site A (b), and the ice-island heave at 
site B (c). The units are m2 S; the spectral 
estimates were divided by l6n 4f4, where f is the 
frequency . The gain factor (Bendat and Piersol 
1971) between the wave buoy and ice-island heave 
at site A and site B were also computed. The 
results are s hown in Figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows the power spectral density 
functions for the wave buoy (a), the strain 
record at site A (b), and the strai n record at 
site B (c). In this case t he units of the wave 
buoy spectrum are as before (m 2 s), but the 
strain spectra have units of s (the spectral 
estimates have not been divided by 16n4f4) . It 
must be not ed that t he strain shown in Figure 4 
overestimates the true strain by approximately 
10% . This is because the wire strainmeter, when 
placed on a heaving body, displays an accelera
tion response (Moore and Wadhams, in press). In 
Figure 5 t he strain-spectral estimates have been 
divided by the wave-amplitude estimates, and are 
shown as a function of period . 
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Fig . 2a (left), b (middle), and c (right). 
Power spectral density functions for the wav e 
buoy at site A (a), the ice-island heave at 
site A (b), and the ice-island heave at site B 
(c) . 
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Fig.3a (upper) and b (lower). 
The gain factor between the wave buoy and 
ice-island heave at site A (a), and at 
si te B (b). The wave-buoy record from site A 
was used to compute (b). The dotted lines 
are the 95 % confidence limits 
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Fig.4a (left), b (middle), and c (right). 
Power spectral density functions for the wave 
buoy at site A (a), the strain record at site 
A (b), and the strain record at site B (c). 

3. DISCUSSION 
3.1 Heave response 

The data shown in Figures 2 and 3 indicate 
that the ice island behaves as a low pass 
filter. The local wave spectrum is predomi
nantly a monochromatic swell, with a peak of 
17 s, but there is also a secondary swell, with 
a peak at 12 s, and a s light but detec table sea 
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Fig.S . The strain amplitude divided by the wave 
amplitude at the two sites plotted as a 
function of period. The solid and dotted 
lines are the theoretical predictions. 

with frequencies up to 0.14·Hz (7 s) . In the 
full version of the paper, an outline of a pos
sible method for deriving the heave response is 
given. 

3.2 Bending response 
In a similar way to the heave-response 

spectra, the strain spectra illustrated in 
Figure 4 show a low pass characteristic (although 
it should be noted that the units of the verti
cal axis are different) . 

In the ful l version of the paper, two 
solutions are given for the bending response of 
a section in plane strain from a rectangular ice 
block subject to a pressure field P(x, t ) applied 
along its bottom surface. Both solutions 
use Froude-Krylov theory whereby the diffraction 
of waves is ignored. One of us (V.A.S.) is now 
working on a numerical solution where this 
restriction is lifted . The first so lution finds 
an analytic expression for the strain amplitude 
on the surface of the block at its centre 
when it is subject to a pressure field 
P(x , t ) = ~Pwg + Ap wgRe[exp(i(kx- wt ))]. ~ is 
the profile of flexure of the block, and A the 
amplitude of the water particle motion at the 
bottom surface . A is related to A ', the wave 
amplitude on the surface, by the expression 
A = A'exp(-khpi/pw)' Then, subject to a set 
of assumptions, the solution for the strain is: 

£(R-/2, t ) 
A Pw g k Z h cos wt 

2 DI1 ( k 4 + 4 k ''') 
[ 

k~ 
11 - 'l'cos 2 

_ ~ , sin ~R- sin k/ sinh k; ~~ (1) 

where 

(sin k ' ~ + sinh k ' ~ ) , and 

_ k ' ~ k ' ~ k ' 9. K' £. 
S1n -2- cosh -2- + cos -2- sinh -2-

The second solution finds an expression 
for the surface strain anywh ere on the block, 
subject to a general forcing function P(x , t ) as 
a sum of overlap integrals of P (x , t ) and the 
normal modes of vibration of the block. The 
so lut ion is not given here, but in Figure 6a the 
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Fig.6a (upper), b (middle), and c (lower). 
Theoretical predictions of the flexural res
ponse of the ice island (a), an iceberg (b), 
and a sea-ice floe (c) as a function of length 
in the swell direction for a given thickness 
and wave period, The wave height (peak to 
trough distance) to make a crack of a given 
size propagate is shown on the right-hand axis, 

contribution from each normal mode is shown. 
For ice islands less than SOO m long, or sea-ice 
floes smaller than 300 m, only the first mode 
contributes significantly . The normal mode 
solution also identifies the periods at which 
there will be a bending resonance between the 
sea and the ice block . The normal mode periods, 
Pn ' are given by the expression 

P~ = (k~D + Pwg )/Pih 

where kn = (n + !) ~ (Timoshenko and others 1974) 
(n = 1,3,5, etc.). 
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3.3 Comparison of bending response theory and 
observations 

If representative values of 
E (8.72 GN m- 2), v (0.3), £ (406 m, the dimension 
of the ice island in the direction of the swell), 
h (35 m), and T (17 s, the dominant swell period) 
are inserted into Equation 1, the bending res
ponse (strain amplitude/wave amplitude) as a 
function of period can be computed. The result 
is shown in Figure 5 for the centre of the ice 
island (solid line), and 0.35£ (dotted line). 
Also shown on the figure are the experimental 
observations; the agreement is good. 

4. THE LIKELIHOOD OF SWELL-INDUCED FRACTURE 
4. 1 Critical strain at failure 

An ice block has no unique strength ; the 
stress at which failure occurs is a function of 
the distribution of the cracks that the block 
contains. This distribution is invariably con
trolled by the microstructure, which is itself 
determined by the rate of growth and the strain 
history . A single crack of length c will 
propagate when the stress-intensity factor (KIc) 
reaches a critical value. The stress-intensity 
factor is a measure of the stress concentration 
near a crack, and is related to the local average 
stress 00 and the crack length by the relation 

1 

K1c = n Oo(lfC) 2 

where n is a constant which depends on the geo
metry of the free surfaces and is of order one. 
A critical discussion of how and when elastic 
fracture mechanics can be applied to ice is 
presented by Goodman (1980), who gives a 
representative value for KIc for pure ice as 
115 kN m- 3 / 2 • Then, if c is taken to be equal 
to the grain size, and, considering the worst 
case where the period of the forcing function is 
so short that there is no time for creep to 
relax the stresses (a purely elastic response), 
the critical strain £crit which will cause the 
crack to propagate is: 

£ . = K _1_ 
cn t Ic n.r,;c 

which, for c = 1 mm (a typical grain size), 
Q = 1, E = 8 . 72 GN m- 2 , and v = 0.31 is 

£ . = 2 . 14 x 10- 4 • 
crlt 

For sea ice, any crack will be filled with salt 
water and KIc will be reduced. As no satis
factory measurements of KIc exist for sea ice, 

suppose KIc = 50 kN m- 3 / 2 , v = 0.31 and 
E = 6 GN m- 2 (thi s will depend on brine volume), 
and suppose C = 10 mm, then 

£ sea ice = 4.3 x 10- 5 • 
crlt 

(During the field experiment a direct observa
tion of the strain at failure of a sea-ice floe 
was made; the value observed was close to 
3 x 10- 5 • ) 

4.2 The break-up of ice islands by the action 
of swell 

The bending-response theory, and the criti
cal strain given in the last section can be com
bined to find a critical wave height at which 
cracks (in this case 1 mm in length) will propa
gate. For h = 35 m, and T = 17 s the bending-

response theory has been used to plot in Figure 
6a strain/(wave amplitude) as a function of 
length (in the swell direction) using 
E = 8.72 GN m- 2 , v = 0 . 31, Pi = 910 kg m- 3 , and 
Pw - 1 025 kg m- 3 • Then, on the right hand axis 
the wave height required to propagate a one
millimetre' crack is shown. 

Cracks of this size are certain to occur 
on the surface of an ice island. For a given 
wave height the curve predicts the range of 
dimensions at which break-up is likely to occur. 
For instance if ice islands with a wide di s tri
bution of sizes pass through a region where the 
maximum wave height is 10 m, ice islands with 
any dimension between 490 and 760 m will not 
survive the passage. If the wave height is 20 m, 
the critical range where failure might occur is 
extended to 380-840, 1 020-1 140, and 
1 350-1 760 m. Finally, if there is a likeli
hood of 30 m waves, only ice islands with 
dimensions within the range 0 to 340 m and 
1 840 to 2 160 m will survive. Then, if a calv
ing glacier generates a wide distribution of 
ice-island sizes, after a short exposure to sea 
swell the distribution would exhibit some of 
the features in Figure 6a. Dimensions close to 
915 m and I 246 m are particularly favourable. 
But the majority of ice islands of this thick
ness would continue to calve until none of their 
dimensions was greater than about 400 m. 

The ultimate failure will be a type of 
fatigue process. During part of each wave cycle, 
cracks will grow, reducing Ecrit . For each 
successive cycle the cracks will grow for a 
larger proportion of the cycle until eventually 
one crack will propagate unstably . The increas
ing hydrostati c pressure with depth will tend to 
arrest downward-growing cracks, but water-filled 
cracks at the bottom do not suffer this disad
vantage and have a lower KIc' Consequently the 
failure will probably originate at the bottom. 

The solution for the bending r es ponse may 
also be used to examine the effect of change of 
thickness on the survival of the ice island. 
In Figure 7 the strain/(wave amplitude) is 
plotted as a function of thickness for various 
lengths in the swe ll direction using the s ame 
values of E, v , Pw, Pi, and T as Figure Sa. 
The curves show that, as the ice i s land thins 
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Fig.7. The strain amplitude/(wave amplitude) 
plotted as a function of thickness for a given 
length and period. 
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by melting, there is a rapid rise in the surface 
strain for a fixed wave amplitude (the beam 
cross-section is smaller for the same load, and 
so the strain is larger). Again on the right
hand axis the wave height required to propagate 
a one-millimetre crack is shown . 
4 . 3 Extension of the theory to icebergs and 
ice floes 

The theory developed in the longer paper 
can be very appropriately applied to sea-ice 
floes . Figure 6c shows the strain/(wave ampli
tude) as a function of length in the swell 
direction for a three-metre thickness, and wave 
period of 12 and 17 s (calculated using 
E/(1-v 2 ) = 6 MN m- 2 , Pw = 910 kg m- 3 , 

Pi = 1 025 kg m- 3 ). On the right-hand axis the 
wave height required to propagate a ten-milli
metre crack is shown. Only small wave heights 
are required to fracture a floe; large floes 
will rapidly break up into a size range given by 
OB (0 to 220 m) for wave heights greater than 
0 . 15 m of 12 s period . This is in good accord 
with observations of floe size distributions . 

The theory can also be applied to tabular 
icebergs, although a Froude-Krylov theory 
introduces large errors in this case. Further, 
only the longest swells penetrate deeply enough 
to cause an osci llating pressure field on the 
iceberg bottom . Figure 6b is the result of 
solving the theory for an iceberg 100 m thick, 
deformed by a 24 s swell, which is typical of 
the longest sl"ells found in the Southern Ocean . 
To propagate a one-millimetre crack requires a 
wave height of about 20 m, which is a rare event 
even in the Southern Ocean for a 24 s swel l (a 
17 s swell requires a fetch of 2 000 km, and a 
wind speed of 30 m S-l to reach 20 m). There
fore, the question can be reversed, and instead 
the crack size that a three-metre wave will 
propagate calculated . This is given by the 
expression : 

If 2A' is 3 m, and R, for the iceberg is 1 km, 
c crit has the value of 66 mm. Cracks of this 
size would not be uncommon in a large iceberg. 
Thus icebergs would continue to calve until 
their maximum dimension lies somewhere in the 
range of the early part of the curve, OC (0 to 
1 km). This is in agreement with the observa
tions by Landsat imagery in the open water of 
the Southern Ocean that most icebergs have 
dimensions no greater than 1 . 3 km (Hult and 
Os trander 1974, Weeks and Melior 1978). 

5 . CONCLUSIONS 
We conclude that wave-induced flexural 

failure could well be the cause of the scarcity 
of icebergs with diameters greater than about 
2 km in the open Southern Ocean. Very large ice
be rgs are likely to suffer multiple fractures of 
this nature in a stormy sea or heavy swell, until 
all the fragments are less than a critical dia
meter. A long narrow iceberg several km long 
and 1 to 4 km wide i s likely to fracture in a 
lesser sea if it is allowed to come beam on 
to the waves so that the length presented to the 
sea fall s into one of the unstable region s A and 
B of Figure 6b. 

The towing of an iceberg or ice island in 
open water i s likely to be hazardous because of 
the likelihood of wave-induced fracture, and it 
is recommended that continuous monitoring of 
surface-strain changes should be made. 
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